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Disclaimer

This document has been prepared for preliminary discussions in relation to Cellularline S.p.A. (the “Company”) and its affiliates (together, the “Group”). This document, the information contained
herein and any information provided at any presentation in connection herewith (the “Materials”) are being made available on a strictly confidential basis and all material contained herein and
information presented is in summary draft form for discussion purposes only and must not be relied upon for any purpose. The content of this document has a merely informative and provisional
nature and is not to be construed as providing investment advice.
This Material is solely for your information on a confidential basis and may not be reproduced or redistributed, in whole or in part, to any other person, including, without limitation, by email or any
other means of electronic communication.
The Material includes certain information regarding the Company and the Group that has not been publicly disclosed. You are reminded of your agreement (i) not to disclose such information (or
the fact of this presentation and the related discussions) to any person outside your organization or to others within your organization (unless they are also subject to these restrictions), except as
may be required by law, regulation or court order, and (ii) to comply with all laws and regulations applicable to the holding of such information.
This presentation has been prepared and issued by, and is the sole responsibility of, the Company. The statements contained herein have not been independently verified. No representation or
warranty, express or implied, is given by or on behalf of the Company and any of its directors, officers or employees as to the fairness, accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions given
at the presentation or contained in this document and/or related materials and no liability is accepted for any such information or opinions. This document speaks as of September 2nd, 2020. The
information set out herein may be subject to revision and may change materially before closing. The Company is not under any obligation to keep current the information contained in this
document and any opinions expressed in it are subject to change without notice.
The information contained herein does not purport to be all-inclusive or to contain all of the information a prospective or existing investor may desire. In all cases, interested parties should conduct
their own investigation and analysis of the Company and the data set forth in this document.
None of the Company or any of its respective affiliates, employees, officers, advisers or representatives shall have any liability whatsoever for any loss whatsoever arising from any use of this
document or its contents, or otherwise arising in connection with this document (whether direct, indirect, consequential or other).
This document does not constitute an offer to sell securities, nor a solicitation to make an offer to purchase or acquire any securities in the Company under Italian law and/or the law of any other
jurisdiction. This document does not constitute a prospectus, offering circular or offering memorandum or an offer to acquire any shares and should not be considered as a recommendation to
subscribe or purchase shares. Neither this presentation nor any other documentation or information (or any part thereof) delivered shall be deemed to constitute an offer of or an invitation by or on
behalf of the Company. The Company has not decided finally whether to proceed with a transaction.
This document and the information contained herein do not constitute an offer of securities for sale in the United States and are not for publication or distribution in the United States or to US
persons (within the meaning of Regulation S under the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "Securities Act"). The securities proposed to be offered have not been, and will not be,
registered under the Securities Act and may not be offered or sold in the United States or to, or for the account or benefit of, U.S. persons except pursuant to an exemption from, or in a transaction
not subject to, the registration requirements of the Securities Act. Neither this document nor any copy of it may be taken, transmitted or distributed, directly or indirectly, in or into Australia, Canada,
Japan or the United States or its territories or possessions. Any failure to comply with this restriction may constitute a violation of Australian, Canadian, Japanese or United States securities laws.
The distribution of this document in other jurisdictions may be restricted by law and persons into whose possession this document comes should inform themselves about and observe any such
restrictions. This document is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution or use would be contrary to law or regulation. The
securities referred to herein have not been and will not be registered under the applicable securities laws of Australia, Canada, Japan or the United States and, subject to certain exceptions, may not
be offered or sold within Australia, Canada, Japan or the United States or to any national, resident or citizen of Australia, Canada, Japan or the United States.
The information in this document may include forward-looking statements, which are based on current expectations and projections about future events. Forward-looking statements, projections,
objectives, estimates and forecasts are generally identifiable by the use of the words “may”, “will”, “should”, “plan”, “expect”, “anticipate”, “estimate”, “believe”, “intend”, “project”, “goal” or “target” or the
negative of these words or other variations on these words or comparable terminology. These forward-looking statements, as well as those included in any other material forming part of the
preliminary discussions, are subject to risks, uncertainties and assumptions about the Company, including, amongst other things, the development of its business, trends in its operating industry
and future capital expenditure. In light of these risks, uncertainties and assumptions, the events in the forward-looking statements may not occur. The document may include figures related to past
performance or simulated past performance. Past performance and simulated past performance are not a reliable indicator of future performance. No one undertakes to update or revise any such
forward-looking statement and no representation or warranty is given as to the achievement or reasonableness of future projections, management targets, estimates, prospect or returns, if any.
Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on such forward-looking statements as a prediction of actual results. The Company’s ability to achieve its projected objectives or results is
dependent on many factors which are outside management’s control. Actual results may differ materially from (and be more negative than) those projected or implied in the forward-looking
statements. Such forward looking information involves risks and uncertainties that could significantly affect expected results and is based on certain key assumptions.
The information herein may not be reproduced or published in whole or in part, for any purpose, or distributed to any other party.
By attending this presentation you acknowledge that you will be solely responsible for your own assessment of the market and the market position of the Company and the Group and that you will
conduct your own analysis and be solely responsible for forming your own view of the potential future performance of the Company's and the Group’s business.
By attending this presentation you will be taken to have represented, warranted and undertaken that you have read and agree to be bound by and comply with the contents of this notice and the
research report guidelines set forth in a separate memorandum.
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The European benchmark for the smartphone and tablet accessories market

• Revenues: Euro 140.4 million

• Adj. EBITDA: Euro 33.1 million 
(23.5% on Revenues)

• Adj. Net Profit: Euro 23.3 million 
(16.6% on Revenues)

• Net Debt: Euro 24.5 million         
(0.7x Leverage ratio)

• Dividend: Euro  0.33 cents per Share
(31% Pay-out )
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Brand recognition  and strong 
positioning in EMEA markets

Flexible & highly cash generative 
operating model

Management expertise

30 Years of history

Headquarters in Reggio Emilia (Italy)
+4 Offices in Europe

+200 Employees 

+60 Countries served
+23 mln Products shipped in 2019 

10.000 m2 Warehouse in Italy

Be the European benchmark for the  
smartphone accessories market, 

renowned for 
quality and passion

for innovation

Provide 
end users with
accessories that 
combine excellent 
performance and quality with 
simplicity, to ensure a unique experience

Excellence in quality, performance 
and innovation



Financial flexibility  

for further expansion 

Booming Phase 
development of the smartphone era

Consolidation Phase 
in major market segments

Expansion Phase 
organic growth and M&A

Riding the wave of new smartphone era
Offering a wide range of smartphone 

and tablet accessories

Exploiting further opportunities 
in international markets, 

underdeveloped channels and 
new products

Developing  international markets
Focusing on operational excellence
Strengthening management team, 

compliance and IT system

Cellularline development phases

Always prepared to seize new market opportunities

Cellular Italia
is born

1990

International 
strategy: 

Cellular Italia 
reaches 

distribution in 
over 50 

countries

2010

The 
"Interphone" 

Product Line is 
born

2011

Growth project: 
S.L.M.K. (PE 

fund supported 
by LVMH) 

acquires the 
majority of the 

company

2013

The company 
reaches the 
European 

leadership in 
the accessories 

market for 
mobile devices

2015

Business 
combination 
with  Crescita 
and listing on 
AIM (Italian 

Stock  
Exchange)

2018

4

2019

 First acquisition: 
Systema 

 July 22nd

listed on MTA –
STAR segment 

2020 
Ytd

 Altec Lansing 
agreement

 Second acquisition: 
Worldconnect AG
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1. Business model
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Agenda

Camera

Alarm

Mobile Phone

Calculator

Newspaper

Portable Gaming Device

MP3/Music Player

Credit Card

Sport

Smart Home

Virtual/Augmented Reality

What 
Has Happened

SO FAR

What 
Is Happening
NOW

...and more to come!
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The smartphone 



Our product are part of 
the daily life of people +60 

countries

We create a world of 
possibilities to ensure a 

unique experience

Always attentive to 
people’s need,

our product are solutions

Provide users with 
accessories that combine

excellent performance 
with simplicity

Beyond the smartphone 

8

Making 
life 

smarter



Aim to be the point of reference in the smartphone accessories market

Red line

9

Blue Line

Brand

Black line

Product  Line

Memory 
cards Connectivity

DescriptionOwnership

Third-party 
brands

(1) License agreement with AL Infinity LLC for the co-design, production 
and exclusive distribution of Altec Lansing products 
in Europe, UK and Switzerland for 2021, 2022 and 2023.

(1)

The Group’s core product line
focused on design and
marketing a wide range of
branded accessories for
smartphone.

Distribution of non-Cellularline
products, acting mainly as a
service partner for top brands.

Niche accessories line of
innovative solutions dedicated
to motorcycles and bicycles.

~ 90% of total Revenues

~ 5% of total Revenues

~ 5% of total Revenues

Cellularline 
brands



Subordinated to the smartphone market

These accessories satisfy needs that depend
upon the use of the smartphone.
Their obsolescence is connected to the life
cycle of the product itself.

Unrivaled brand portfolio for a wide range of targets  
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ACCESSORY FINISHED PRODUCT

PREMIUM

MAINSTREAM

ENTRY LEVEL

Offer

Not subordinated to the smartphone market

The need of these products remains even if
smartphone change.
A high innovation rate is required.

Type

(1)

(1) License agreement with AL Infinity LLC for the co-design, production 
and exclusive distribution of Altec Lansing products 
in Europe, UK and Switzerland for 2021, 2022 and 2023.



A rich product mix to satisfy every user’s need 

Protection & Style
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Charge and utility

Voice and music

Motorbike & bike 

Travel adapters

BrandProduct Type

(1) License agreement with AL Infinity LLC for the co-design, production 
and exclusive distribution of Altec Lansing products 
in Europe, UK and Switzerland for 2021, 2022 and 2023.

(1)



Top 10

Market leadership (2)

Leadership in a sizeable EMEA market of around  €4bln(1)
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(1) Market value for smartphones accessories with price below € 100, estimated by management based on data provided by leading research institutes.  
(2) Market share by volume for smartphones accessories with price below € 100, estimated by management based on data provided by leading research institutes as of December 2019.
(3) As of 31 December 2019.
(4) Germany, Austria, France, Spain, Portugal, Benelux, Switzerland.

Revenues by geography (3)

Italy
56%

Key EU 
Countries4

33%

Other Countries
11%

The Group is a major player in EMEA market for

smartphone and tablet accessories under 100 Euros,

leading in Italy, Austria, Switzerland and Croatia, and

ranking in the top three places in Germany and Spain. Market leader

Market Leader

Top 10

Top 3

Top 3

Top 5

Top 3

Top 10

EU countries covered

Second-tier markets

First-tier markets



Logistic & 
WarehousingManufacturingProduct development

 New product 
development and 
scouting

 R&D activities
 Product marketing
 SKUs planning and 

offer segmentation 

 Development of
outsourcing strategies 
for production

 Vendor selection
 Negotiation of supply 

conditions
 Definition of

exclusivity agreements
 Quality control

 Management 
relationship with the 
logistic partner in 
charge of products 
warehousing, picking 
& packing

 Fully automated 
warehouse

Strategic
internally managed

Sales & Marketing

 Marketing analysis
 Single product

category management 
 SKUs planning and 

offer segmentation 
 Pricing strategy
 Shelf management
 Management of 

seasonal product

Efficiency driven
externalized

Cellularline controls all the value chain activities

A distinctive and effective business model
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Direct SalesItaly

Channel Manager

National Key 
Account Manager

International
Sales Manager

Area Manager

Distributors 

Subsidiaries

Multi-channel partner and customer proximity to strengthen relationships with users 
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Sales channelsGeography A long-standing customer relationship

E-commerce
dedicated team Retailing partners’ 

websites(1)

(1) AQL dedicated website, internally developed, will be launched in Q4 2020.

Consumer Electronics

Other Channels

Mass Merchandise

Travel Retail Telco



Impulse material

development

Strategy

by channel

Display layout 

management

Data driven 

assortment 

management
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An integrated 
process to 

maximize the 
customer 

experience

State-of-the-art trade marketing 

(1) +3.000 PoS sell-out data analyzed on a weekly basis.

(1)



Unique business model 

across the value chain 

from product 

development to 

satisfaction of end-users

through market 

analysis, planning and 

marketing

Sizeable and 

addressable market, 

offering significant 

growth opportunities 

through internal and 

external development 

strategies

Leading European 

brand and pioneer in 

the development and 

sale of accessories for 

smartphone and tablet

Flexible business model 

with a customer centric 

approach, led by 

experienced 

management with a 

background in  

consumer goods

Key takeaways

16

Pillars of a unique identity 
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2. Growth opportunities
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Product Development
Enhanced in-house research and 
development division watching 

over idea generation, from concept 
design to effective outsourced 
manufacturing and distribution 

processes management

Channels Development
Travel Retail, Telco and Mass 

Merchandise channels as well as 
stronger partnership agreements 
with leading distributors are key 

growth drivers

Online
Stronger presence in online 
marketplaces and renewed 
strategic cooperation with 

consumer electronics market 
leaders, also through their              

E-commerce platforms

M&A
Expanding our competitive edge 
through external growth, both in 

Italy and abroad

International Expansion
Increase international brand 

awareness  where the Group has 
ample room for growth, with an 

enriched brand portfolio
Identified 

path to 
growth

Growth levers: the strategy for success
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Summary of strategic initiatives in 2020

 February – Cellularline launches PLOOS+, new brand and new product range

 February – Cellularline presents its 100% compostable smartphone covers

 March – Cellularline turns 30, (R)EVOLUTION project launched

 May – Cellularline and Microban® team up to create cases and
glasses product line featuring integrated antimicrobial technology

 May – Cellularline presents Hi-Gens, the new UV-C ray sterilizer

 June – Cellularline signs a three-years agreement for the co-design, production
and distribution of Altec Lancing audio products in the European market

 July – Cellularline acquires Worldconnect AG,
the world leader on the premium travel adapters market with the SKROSS brand

19



What’s next

20

BRAND 
ENHANCEMENT 

ECO-FRIENDLY 
SUSTAINABLE APPROACH 

1990-2020
CELEBRATING OUR
30TH ANNIVERSARY

WE CHANGE, BECAUSE
WE ARE LEADERS

TOUCH POINTS 
DEVELOPMENT

• Increase our competitive advantage
• Become even more unique, relevant and 

recognizable 
• Strengthen customer relationships

• Increase customer proximity and expand       
the network through a multi-channel strategy

• Continue to extend the product portfolio 
• M&A to speed up the process

• Reduce our environmental impact
• Commitment to sustainability across the 

entire supply chain
• Engage end-users on surrounding eco-system



3. Focus on Worldconnect AG acquisition
(27th July 2020)

Table of contents
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Value creation through the acquisition of the premium travel adapters market leader

22

An extensive and worldwide network in the Airport Travel RetailWorldconnect in a nutshell 

 Founded in 2002 and based in Diepoldsau (Switzerland),
Worldconnect is an international leading player in the premium
travel adapters market.

 Through its trademarks - SKROSS and Q2 Power and leading
OEM partnerships - operates internationally (95% outside Italy)
with a vast range of products of which approx. 80% are patented
with an average extension of around 10 years.

 SKROSS is a recognized brand in the premium adapters
segment, whilst Q2 Power completes the product range with a
value for money price positioning.

 Worldconnect achieved FY 2019 pro-forma Revenues of CHF 20
million (approx. EUR 18.7 million) with an Adjusted Net Result
coming to approximately 9% of Revenues. Net Financial Debt at
closing was approx. CHF 4.5 million (approx. EUR 4.2 million).

Key products, 
patented

Ancillary 
products

World travel 
adapters

USB 
chargers

Power 
Banks

Cables

Presence at 
PoS

Country travel 
adapters

A rich commercial proposal with a premium travel adapters catalogue Details of the transaction

 Equity value for 80% of the share capital of
Worldconnect set at CHF 15.8 million (approx.
EUR 14.8 million).

 CHF 10 million (approx. EUR 9.3 million) paid at
closing and CHF 5.8 million (approx. EUR 5.4
million) twelve months after closing.

 Financed with Cellularline’s available resources.
 The two Co-CEOs of Worldconnect will maintain

their role.
 Put & Call options, over the remaining 20% of the

share capital, determined on the basis of a
multiple EV/EBITDA of 7x. The price may be paid,
fully or partly, with Cellularline shares.

Presence in +500 point of sales



Investment opens the doors to a strategic channel, characterized by historical long-term growth trend 

23

 Strengthening the presence and visibility of Cellularline Group brands at the international level, especially for the audio segment.

 Increasing presence in the strategic Travel Retail channel, characterized by a track record of constant growth rates and high consumer spending.

 Integrate and expand products offering portfolio with “Swiss quality”.

 Synergies in R&D, Marketing, Trade Marketing as well as leveraging distribution methodologies that have propelled the Cellularline
Group to become leader in Italy and Europe in the smartphone accessories market

 The two Co-CEOs of Worldconnect AG will maintain their role, thereby Cellularline Group will benefit of increased skills and experiences
gained by all Worldconnect team in the Travel Retail channel.

 Notwithstanding a temporary setback due to Covid-19, the global Airport Travel Retail market has been growing in the last decade; it is
foreseen to normalize progressively in 2021, before resuming the trend enjoyed in recent years, driven by long-term macroeconomic dynamics.

Diversification 

channel distribution

Enlarge portfolio 

products offering
SynergiesBrand Visibility

Rational behind the acquisition:

Internationalization



Acquisition is fully aligned with the Group’s development strategy

24

1

Levers for value creation

Internationalisation 

2 Enlarge product portfolio

3 Channel diversification

4 Strengthening E-commerce 

55
Ready to seize the opportunities offered by
the market in channels, areas and products
where the Group has ample room for growth

 M&A scouting ongoing
 Internal development 

M&A scouting ongoing 

(1)

1 Interphone dedicated website launched in 2019.; 
AQL dedicated website will be launched in Q4  2020.



3. Q1 2020 Financial results 
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Q1 2020 Highlights 

 Since the beginning of this challenging period, marked by Covid-19
outbreak, our priority has been to protect the health of our people while
continuing to safely serve and support our customers.

 Revenues stood at €20.0M in Q1 2020, in range with Q1 2019 (€20.6M).

 After a positive performance in the first two months, organic
Revenues were impacted by the measures adopted in March across EU
to contain Covid-19; the negative impact was partially offset by €2.7M of
positive contribution from Systema (consolidated since Q2 2019).

 Adj. EBITDA was €0.8M in Q1 2020 (€1.5M in Q1 2019); LTM1 Adj.
EBITDA at €32.4M.

 Several actions have been immediately taken to mitigate the economic
and financial impact of this unprecedented crisis; benefits on cost
rationalizations mainly since Q2 2020.

 Adj. Net Result of -€0.8M in Q1 2020 (-€0.1M in Q1 2019), influenced by
lower Revenues.

 Thanks to a Net financial position at €28.8M and low Leverage ratio
(0.9x), Cellularline has room for further M&A activities and dividend
distribution.

 Shareholders’ meeting confirmed Dividend €0.33 per share, equal to a
31% Pay-out of FY2019 Adj. Net Result.

26
1Last twelve moths: from 1 April 2019 to 31 march 2020.
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0
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Q1 2019 Q1 2020
Systema Organic Total

Revenues

(€M)

Adj. Net Result

Key financials (€M)

Adj. EBITDA
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Net Debt
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Product 
Line

Revenues by product line and geography

Focus on Revenues 

Geo

 Revenues in Q1 2020 were €20.0M - almost in line with Q1 2019 - as a net result of:

 negative impact on organic Revenues, as a consequence of measures adopted, since March, to contain Covid-19, after a good
start in the first two months of 2020;

 positive contribution from Systema (+€2.7M), consolidated since April 2019.

 Red Line (79% of total Revenues) declined as a result of shops lockdown, which hit almost all channels.

 Blue Line contributed for €1.4M to top line growth, thanks to Systema.

 Ongoing growth in international markets (+22.4%) thanks to i) organic growth (+10.2%) and ii) contribution from Systema (€1.1M).

 Revenues showed higher contribution of the international markets (57%) vs. domestic market (43%) for the first time ever.

20,6 20,0 

-2,1 -0,1 1,4 

0,2

0

5

10

15

20

25

Q1  2019  Red Line Black Line  Blue Line  Others Q1 2020

(€M)

Italy
43%

Key EU 
Countries1

41%

Other Countries
16%

1Germany, Austria, France, Spain, Portugal, Benelux, Switzerland.

Red Line
79%

Black Line
7%

Blue Line
13%

Others
1%
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Adj. EBITDA  bridge 

 In Q1 2020 Adj. EBITDA was €0.8M, compared to €1.5M in Q1 2019; therefore LTM Adj. EBITDA was €32.4M, with a margin of 23%.

 Adj. EBITDA margin - not so significant in low season - moved from 7.1% to 3.8%, as a net result of:

 approx. 200 bps from consolidation in Q1 2020 of Systema (company active in the Telco channel characterized by lower margins);

 approx. 90 bps from different products mix in organic Revenues;

 approx. 40 bps from net contribution of:

 savings in Selling and Shipping costs originated largely by limitations in activities (marketing, trade marketing and fairs)
due to mobility restrictions imposed by Authorities;

 increase in G&A and Others costs, that will benefit mainly from Q2 2020 of the significant actions put in place since March
to mitigate economic impacts related to Covid-19.

Focus on Adj. EBITDA

1,5

0,8

-0,6

-0,2
0,4

-0,3

0,0

0,2

0,4

0,6

0,8

1,0

1,2

1,4

1,6

Q1 2019 Revenues CoGS S&S G&A & Other Q1 2020(1)

(€M) -290 bps impact on Gross Margin -40 bps impact on Op.Ex.

(7,1%) 

(3,8%) 

(% on Revenues)6,1% 
on Revenue
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1These amounts represent the absolute deviations between Q1 2019 and Q1 2020.

(1) (1) (1)



Adj. EBITDA  to  EBIT  bridge

From Adj. EBITDA to EBIT

(€M)

 Adj EBITDA bridge to EBIT in Q1 2020 reflected:

 Purchase Price Allocation (PPA) related to 2018 Business Combination;

 Extraordinary Costs mainly related to i) M&A activities, both for scouting and due diligence and ii) compliance activities;

 recurring D&A associated to ordinary Cap.Ex., mainly in IT infrastructure.

€2.0M
Not organic business items
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0,8

-1,5

-2,2-0,5

-1,1
0,1

-4,0

-3,0

-2,0

-1,0

0,0

1,0

2,0

Adj. EBITDA PPA Amort. Ext. Costs D&A FX Gain/(Loss) EBIT reported



EBIT to Adj. Net Result bridge 

From EBIT to Adj. Net Result

(€M)

 Items after EBIT to Net Result were i) Net Financials, which, excluding positive impact originated by Warrant Fair Value (€0.7M), were -€0.4M
in the period and ii) Taxes (€0.2M).

 Adj. Net Result (-€0,8M in Q1 2020) did not consider non-business related items such as i) Extraordinary Costs, ii) Fair Value Warrant,
iii) amortizations originated by PPA and iv) related Taxes on Adjustments.

-2,2
-1,7

-0,8

0,3
0,2

0,5
1,5

-0,7

-0,4 

-4,0

-3,5

-3,0

-2,5

-2,0

-1,5

-1,0

-0,5

0,0

EBIT Reported Net Financials Taxes Net Result Ext. Costs FV Warrant PPA Amort. Taxes on Adj. Adj. Net Result
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Net Debt evolution

Net Debt 

(€M) FY 2019 31 March 2020

Financial Liabilities 50,9 51,3 

Warrant 1,4 0,7 

IFRS 16 1,9 1,7 

Fair Value Put & Call Systema 2,4 2,4 

Cash & Equivalents -32,1 -27,3 

Net Debt 24,6 28,8 

(€M)

Focus on Net Debt

 Q1 2020 Net Debt amounted to €28.8M.

 Leverage ratio1 of 0.9x confirms the company has solid financial
flexibility for further acquisitions and dividend distribution.

 Net Debt affected mainly by seasonality of the business; still plenty of
Cash available (€27.3M) as of 31 March 2020.

 Net positive short-term financial position at €14.0M2.

 Credit lines of €21.0M available, fully undrawn, from several banks.

24,6 24,1
28,8

0,4 -0,7 -0,2 0,0 4,8 

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

FY2019 Financial Liabilities Warrant IFRS 16 FV Put & Call Systema Cash & Equivalents Q1 2020

(X) Leverage ratio

(0.9x) 
(0.7x) 

1Leverage ratio: Net Debt/ Adj. EBITDA last twelve months.
2Cash & Equivalents as at 31 March 2020 (€27.3M), net of loan instalments expiring within next 12
months (€13.3M).
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Overview on FY 2020

 The Company is closely monitoring the situation related to the spread out of Covid-19; however, the uncertainty of its duration and
geographic expansion makes difficult to assess short term potential impacts.

 Since the beginning of this challenging period, stemming from the Covid-19 outbreak, our priority has been protecting the health of our
people while continuing to safely serve and support our customers.

 The Company also points out that:

 supply chain from Far-East is operating almost normally and the Group has been always fully operative thanks to smartworking;

 Cellularline Revenues are concentrated in H2, which accounts for more than 60% of yearly turnover;

 on average each H1 bimester historically accounted for less than 15% of yearly revenues; both March and April hit by lockdown, as expected;

 significant actions immediately taken to mitigate the economic impact of this unprecedented crisis; benefit mainly since Q2 2020;

 retailers’ reopening - across different channels in EU - since late April is ongoing; since then sell-out data show initial signs of demand recovery.

In view of the results achieved in Q1 2020, considering current challenging economic environment as well as assuming the absence of M&A,
management milestone for 2020 are:

 to consolidate its European leading brand position and enhancing its role as a pioneer through (R)EVOLUTION, an ambitious strategic
repositioning project of its main brand Cellularline;

 to speed up M&A activities across different channels in EMEA market;

 to increase contribution from audio segment, also thanks to product/brand portfolio enlargement;

 to increase brand awareness and to further support business growth with new innovative products; launches expected since Q2;

 to progressively implement Eco-friendly sustainable approach, with strong commitment to reduce environmental impact.
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